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ABSTRACT
Scientific data visualization in planetariums has gained a growing interest in the past few years.
As astronomical and simulation data are becoming more and more accessible, it is necessary to present such content to the
public.
However handling massive data in real time application is really difficult in terms of data storage, performance and relevance
of displayed information.
We use the example of the Gaia catalog containing 1 billion stars to show the technical challenges and explore some ideas to
overcome these.

INTRODUCTION
Showing scientific content in planetarium is important. It allows laboratories to present observation results from space
missions (e.g., GAIA, JUNO) or astronomical simulation (e.g., GALMER).
Scientific data are more and more massive and abundant: pictures, topography data, objects catalogs, or various structures
(e.g., Laniakea). In terms of quantity of information the upcoming Large Synoptic Survey Telescope aims 30 TB a night where
SDSS was only 116 TB in its lifetime (1998-2009) [1].
Astronomy has entered the Big Data era with all the benefits brought by Data Mining, Data Visualization, etc.
But these massive data are hard to store, hard to manipulate and hard to render in real time.

Figure 1 – The image shows numbers of stars in different categories included in Gaia DR2. – 2018, ESA

I.

LIMITATIONS

I.1
Memory footprint
Massive data can occupy hundreds of gigabytes or terabytes. It requires a huge amount of memory and it is the first limitation
which makes it difficult to use these types of data as is (e.g., Gaia DR2 is 588 GB).

Modern consumer computers equip
8Go of ultrafast graphical memory (VRAM)
16 to 32Go of fast short term memory (RAM)
2 to 4 To of storage memory (Hard Drive)
Using more memory is quite the brute force solution and can be really expensive for planetariums.
Of course, a great part of data published is not relevant for our purpose (error margins, very specific data). Hence this part can
be ignored and can save us a lot of space. A selection must be done before giving them to the planetariums.
Nevertheless, these data still occupy quite a lot memory. Even if removing a great deal of data, it can still be too much to
process in real time.
For example, Tycho-Gaia catalog in a binary and filtered form was dozens of MB. We can expect Gaia DR2 to be dozens of
GB, hence cannot fit the VRAM at once.

I.2
Performances
Computational power is limited. Even if we could load the whole content of the data, CPU and GPU have a lot to do in 16ms
(1/60 seconds). As a general rule of thumb we try not to render more than a dozen million primitives with the graphic card to
maintain high framerate at high resolution.
This is even harder when data are dynamic (time or position related), when special rendering is necessary (e.g., PSF, semitransparent layers, volumetric rendering) which causes fillrate problems or too much draw calls. Running real-time simulation
on these data (e.g., hydrodynamics, N-body simulation) can also be costly in terms of computational power.
When rendering in real time the performance bottleneck can be found in several steps of the pipeline: CPU, GPU, memory
transfer speed.

Figure 2 - Memory transfer bottlenecks. - 2012 thebytekitchen.com

I.3
Readability
Massive data can also be hard to show and can be quite tricky to present clearly to the audience.
Lot of data means lot of layers, lot of text, overexposed or saturated colors.
Data Visualization field aims at tackling those challenges but additional computational power or metadata might also be
needed to overcome these situations.

Figure 3 - Example of unreadable star label display.

II.

HANDLING MASSIVE DATA IN REAL TIME

According to Moore’s law on semiconductors [2], we can expect more computational power and data storage capabilities in the
future years. But this means frequent expensive hardware update. And as explained earlier, astronomic data are also getting
bigger and bigger.
Hardware limitations always have been the main challenge in real time rendering and a lot of tricks and optimization were
developed to address them.
II.1

Faster rendering

Many acceleration structures were developed to organize the data in order to minimize unnecessary processing and memory
fetches (i.e., lazy evaluation) and make it efficient on the hardware it runs on (e.g., mechanical hard drives, GPU).
Octrees, quadtrees, kd-tree, Bounding Volumes Hierarchy enable efficient culling. Using these techniques, we can ignore data
that are outside of the field of view, too small or to faint to be seen without any impact on the final image. Even though dome’s
wide field of view is not ideal to hide groups of data, it has a tremendous impact on the performances and allows to stream data
efficiently on demand.
Another source of performances gain is parallel computing. With CPU equipping 6 to 8 cores or the massively parallel
architecture of GPUs, we can exploit these resources for real time rendering.
In fact GPU is especially good at processing large data and updating them each frames, making shader programs often
mandatory for our purposes.

Figure 4 - CPU vs GPU. - 2014, Embedded Computing Design.

Removing aliasing artifact is a good opportunity to get rid of data. Rather than using expensive anti-aliasing techniques we can
remove data which are known to cause aliasing before they are rendered thus saving data fetching and processing. However
this must be done carefully to avoid visual popping.
It requires some expertise to arrange the data and customize the rendering engine. Other methods such as lower frequency
updates or downsampled rendering might be used in certain cases according to the bottleneck location.

II.2 Illusion of data
When data are very massive the visual impact in displaying the exact values at the exact location is often overestimated. If you
want to show a forest you don’t need to store every leaves. Of course our goal is to display scientific data as accurately as
possible. But it can be seen that the visual impact of each data can be significantly different. For example the accuracy required
for faint stars is far less critical than bright stars which are forming well known patterns.
The purpose of procedural techniques is to replace high frequency details with data produced on the fly. These data are not
stored hence reducing the memory footprint and memory transfer, but they must keep the same statistical properties as the
original data to maintain time and space consistency. This is a powerful tool for flyby sequence where data are needed for a
short time only.
Fading between procedural content and true data can be visually acceptable. So it can hold the fort while true data are uploaded
and shown.

Figure 5 - Dramatic procedural amplification of galaxy using statistical models. – 2016 veRTIGE.

Merging primitives with low variance can be an option too (i.e., Level Of Details optimizations). From a distance, a large field
of star looks like a continuum and can be rendered as a set of bigger particles or volumetric model. Once again, low detailed
primitives must keep the same statistical properties as the high detailed one to ensure smooth transition between the two.
CONCLUSION
Hardware and algorithms advance is beneficial for the purpose of rendering massive scientific data. But a strategy must be
developed specifically for each set of data according to their relevance and their impact on screen.
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